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KUSI-TV Improves HD News Production Quality and Operational
Flexibility with Hitachi Kokusai Z-HD6000 Cameras
Comprehensive feature set and superior performance eliminate production challenges
and enhance visual quality of HD newscasts
Woodbury, NY, July 11, 2016 — San Diego television station KUSI-TV has deployed
five Z-HD6000 HDTV studio production cameras from Hitachi Kokusai Electric America
Ltd. to enhance image quality and operational versatility for the broadcaster’s live news
productions.
Owned by McKinnon Broadcasting, KUSI produces 60 hours of live newscasts each
week, delivering the most local news of any station in its market. When the firstgeneration HD cameras used in its news studio became time-consuming and costly to
maintain, KUSI-TV Chief Engineer Fred Swift sought replacements that would also
improve the visual quality of their news productions. While the price-performance value
and comprehensive feature set of the Z-HD6000 cameras were key considerations in
the station’s choice, the picture quality produced by the cameras’ 2/3”, 2.6 megapixel
MOS sensors and advanced digital signal processing won them over.
“Our newscasts connect us with our audience, and I wanted the high caliber of our
content to be matched by a higher image quality than our previous cameras could
achieve,” said Swift. “The Hitachi Z-HD6000 cameras have met and even exceeded our
quality goals. The overall picture quality is far better than our previous cameras, while
the Z-HD6000’s flexible, user-friendly image enhancement tools let us achieve exactly
the look we want. It’s incredible how good the Z-HD6000 makes our talent look.”
Beyond the quality improvements, the Z-HD6000 cameras enabled KUSI to overcome
operational challenges the station had faced with their older equipment, including
cumbersome multi-core camera, teleprompter power and intercom cabling that
interfered with their desire to move the cameras frequently during newscasts. The new
Z-HD6000’s are connected by SMPTE fiber to Hitachi Kokusai CU-HD500 camera
control units with RU-1200JY remote controls. KUSI’s teleprompters and talent monitors
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run off the extra power provided by the camera control units (CCUs), while the camera’s
built-in communication channels integrate seamlessly with the station’s intercom
system.
“The Z-HD6000’s wealth of built-in features not only helped us simplify wiring and power
requirements, but also made the cameras very easy to integrate and deploy,” explained
Swift. “The move to fiber connectivity has given us the production flexibility we needed.
It’s now much easier to move the cameras around our studio, often several times per
hour – freeing us to produce exactly the news we want to see. The reliability of the fiber
connectivity has also been stellar, even with our handheld operators running in and out
the door to our outside patio set.”
The Z-HD6000s also enabled KUSI to switch to through-the-lens teleprompting,
preferred by the station’s on-air talent, rather than teleprompters mounted above the
lenses as had been necessitated by limitations of their old cameras. “I had originally
been concerned about potential lighting issues with through-the-lens teleprompting, but
with the Z-HD6000s that isn’t a problem. The sensitivity of the cameras is absolutely
incredible.
“In my opinion, any station looking to replace their first-generation HD cameras should
check out the Hitachi Z-HD6000,” Swift concludes. “The cameras provide excellent
value, quality and performance, and are easy to install.”
About Hitachi Kokusai Electric America
Hitachi Kokusai Electric America, Ltd. a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi Kokusai
Electric Inc., markets video cameras, digital transmission, processing and recording
devices for the broadcast television, cable, video production, and industrial vision
markets. For more information, please call (516) 921-7200 or visit the company’s web
site at http://www.hitachikokusai.us.
Full versions of all press releases and product images are posted on the web site in the
pressroom section: www.hitachikokusai.us
About Hitachi, Ltd.
Hitachi, Ltd. (TSE: 6501), headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, delivers innovations that
answer society’s challenges. The company’s consolidated revenues for fiscal 2015
(ended March 31, 2016) totaled 10,034.3 billion yen ($88.8 billion). The Hitachi Group is
a global leader in the Social Innovation Business, and it has approximately 335,000
employees worldwide. Through collaborative creation, Hitachi is providing solutions to
customers in a broad range of sectors, including Power / Energy, Industry / Distribution /
Water, Urban Development, and Finance / Government & Public / Healthcare. For more
information on Hitachi, please visit the company's website at http://www.hitachi.com.
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